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Stepper Motor Driver
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The CW6060AC Stepping Motor Driver 

Overview:

Application:

It is suitable for a variety of large-scale automation equipment and instruments, such 
as high end CNC machines, retrofitting projects labeling machines, cutting machines,
packing machines, plotters, engraving machines and anywhere high performance and
high transfer of power is required.

The CW6060AC microstepping driver design philosophy is based on advanced digital
current control technology, with continuous monitoring of output to give smooth and
reliable microstepping. Very versatile input power capability can be used with toroidal
or similar transformer directly all internal rectification and smoothing built into
CW6060AC, also can be used with Switchmode PSU operating voltage range is
20VAC-60VAC or 24VDC-80VDC maximum and precautions taken not to exceed
these values and consideration for input line variations and overvoltage generation by
Switchmode PSU's for current regulation need to be factored in, if in doubt contact
Cnc4you technical support. Driver can be used with two-phase or four-phase (wired
in series or Parallel) hybrid stepper motors up to 6.0A. Due to the adoption of the
advanced anti-noise sound control method, it can significantly reduce the noise and
vibration during operation; it uses full current PWM control method, and features
stable operation, low noise, low vibration and low temperature rise of motor. It has 16
levels of microstepping, the maximum number of microsteps is 1/256 (step number is
51200 steps/rev can be useful to reduce vibration). Current range is 2.0A~6.0A, the
output current is 8 steps; it has automatic semi-flow, self-test, overvoltage,
under-voltage and over-current protection functions built in.
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CW6060AC 2-Phase stepping Motor Driver

Switch Choice: (¡ON=0，OFF=1¡)

1、Microstepping choice:
SW5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1
SW6 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1
SW7 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0
SW8 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1
Micro 1/2 1/4 1/8 1/16 1/32 1/64 1/128 1/256 1/5 1/10 1/25 1/50 1/125 1/250

2、Current choice：
SW1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1
SW2 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1
SW3 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1
Current（A） 2.00 2.57 3.14 3.71 4.28 4.86 5.43 6.00

3、Full current or half current choice：
SW4：0＝Full current；1＝half current
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Output Current Setting:
           
Users can set the drive output current by SW1-SW3 three dip switches, only change 
settings when unit is powered down and on next power up your new settings will take 
effect. The setting of the specific output current, please refer to the illustrations of the 
drive panel figure due to high efficiency of these drivers stepper temperature maybe 
hotter than hobbyist is used to 50 to 60 oC if this is higher than you feel comfortable
with just reduce current setting .

Microstep Setting:

Automatic half current function:

Users can set the drive half flow function by SW4 to "1" indicates that the quiescent
current is reduced to half of the dynamic current set by the operator, this takes effect
0.5 seconds after the end of the step pulse.
SW4 to "0" indicates that the quiescent current and the dynamic current is the same.
Users should set SW4 to "1", if possible in order to reduce motor and drive heating 
and improve power consumption.

Users can set the drive Microstep by SW5-SW8 four dip switches. The setting of the
specific Micro-step subdivision, please refer to the illustrations of the drive panel
figure. Steps / rev = 200 * microstep for the majority of steppers check with your
manufacturer. Imperial and Metric values make for matching Imperial and Metric
ballscrews so values are rounded but this is not essential. As well as giving increase
resolution (8 to 10 microsteps) if application has excess torque is available you can
use higher values to give smother operation.  

Signal interfaces:

CP+ and CP- is the positive and negative side of control pulse signal 
CW + and CW- is the positive and negative side of direction signal 
EN + and EN- is the positive and negative side of enable signal (can be left open).

Motor interfaces:

A + and A- is connected to a phase winding of motor; 
B + and B- is connected to another phase winding of motor. If you need to reversed,
one of the phase windings can be reversed or reversed in your control software.

Power interfaces:

Recommended operating voltage is 20VAC-60VAC or 24VDC-80VDC, and
precautions taken not to exceed these absolute maximum values if in doubt please ask.

Indicator lights:

There are two indicator lights Power green and red when there is over-voltage or 
over-current fault, power down system and clear fault condition and when the drive 
fault is cleared, re-power the red light will be off if all faults have been rectified. 
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Signal interface details:

The internal interface of the CW6060AC stepping motor drive are isolated by the
optocouplers and built in resistor for 5Volt operation compatible with our range of
breakout boards.
Some examples of external resistor value for different voltages are shown below and
required to limit current to a safe value for normal operation in the figure is an
external current limiting resistor. The optocouplers give isolation and noise immunity. 
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Outline and installation size (unit: mm)

 Drive Dimensions:

150X99X48mm, please refer to dimensions diagram below.
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